The New Worthington
"Overgreen Scout"
and
"Multigang"
Gang Mower

THE Worthington "Overgreen Scout" may be briefly described as being a
"perfect machine" for putting green service. It has proved itself to be this,
by practical tests on a great many of the most prominent golf courses. It will cut
an average green of 6000 square feet in ten minutes and leave as smooth and
uniform a cut as any mower in existence—either hand or power. The front roller
which regulates the height of cut, is adjusted by means of a new device of the
simplest construction which fixes the height through the use of the fingers
alone, without recourse to any tools. The wonderful performance of this
machine, which warrants its being exploited so unreservedly, is due to
improvements which are absolutely new in this field which have secured
entirely new results, never before approached by any other putting
green apparatus.

The Worthington Lawn Tractor and Con-
vertible "Multi-gang" Gang Mower

This wonderfully efficient machine is of the well-known patented
Worthington Convertible type, capable in this new design of
being transformed at the will of the operator from its seven-
unit formation and swath of 16 feet, into a Worthington five-
unit quintuplex or a Worthington three-unit Triple of re-
spectively twelve and seven feet width of swath. Any of
these changes may be accomplished by the unassisted
operator in a minute's time. The saving in expense of
the cutting operations, by the adoption of the "Multi-
gang" which will cut an acre in four minutes,
is one of the features connected with the develop-
ment of this incomparable machine.

The catalog which we will immediately send to you upon request, will describe these
remarkable machines, which have by recent patented discoveries, brought about a
revolution in golf maintenance. Their use is fast becoming universal.
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